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2019 West Point Civil Rights Staff Ride Report 

Flint, Michigan 2019 

The Water Crisis caused by the City’s switch to 

drawing water from the Flint River in 2014 had 

seemingly fallen off the front-page news.  It had 

certainly led other communities to examine their 

water supplies and test for lead and other toxins at 

the tap.  The threat of these pollutants was long 

known, and efforts to remediate those systems 

which failed their tests were underway.  Cadets on 

the Civil Rights Staff Ride had made the long drive 

to Michigan the day before and on the ninth day of 

an exhausting travel schedule were looking forward 

to the final stops before our return to West Point. 

City Hall was our first stop in Flint.  For reasons we 

did not yet understand, members of the NAACP 

met with us in the Mayor’s office early Friday 

morning.  The program had been arranged by the 

NAACP Chapter’s president, and we were 

welcomed to the Mayor’s conference room and 

seated around a large table.  Taking the head of the 

table was the Mayor’s senior advisor.  Joining us 

were the City’s experts on the water crisis, 

including their legal advisor and public health 

expert. 

They told the story of a City that was beset by 

racism, where economic conditions led to the 

appointment of an emergency manager to address 

the City’s fiscal challenges.  Key among those 

challenges was the high cost of water.  It seems that 

water was delivered from a pipe system that was 

owned by a utility, at high cost.  These costs were 

passed on to the consumers, with the City relying 

on the revenue to balance its budget.   

According to our hosts, the emergency manager 

saw an opportunity to reduce the cost of the water, 

and agreed to switch the source to the Flint River.  

This would, we understood, not benefit the 

residents, but cut costs to give the City additional 

revenue to keep it solvent.  When it was discovered 

that the polluted Flint River water had caused the 

City’s water distribution system to leach lead into 

the drinking water, the emergency was declared. 

The current Mayor, who joined us by phone, was 

now managing the crisis, and lead levels were going 

down.  It seemed like a good news story, but it 

wasn’t the only story we would hear that day about 

Flint. 

The Flint River’s historic pollution problems should have been a 
red-flag in making it the choice for a replacement water supply.  
Apparently, it did not. 

The sleek water cooler in Flint City Hall is a stark reminder 
of the on-going water crisis.  The juxtaposition of these 
fountains is somewhat reminiscent of Jim Crow era water 
fountains: one for whites only, the other for blacks. 
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After lunch we were invited to the home of an 

activist.  She and her family had suffered a 

panoply of health woes from using Flint’s water.  

She told a somewhat different story than the one 

we heard earlier.  The Flint water story went back 

to the unaffordability of water.  People who had 

lost their jobs as manufacturing left the region 

could not afford water.  They would have their 

supply shut-off.  The switchover was an effort by 

the City to monetize one of the few assets it could 

sell. 

After the discovery of the lead problem, and the 

other pathogens that were identified, the system 

still could not provide safe water.  One of the on-

going problems, according to the activist, is that 

the large number of water shut-offs to consumers 

who could not pay their water bills made the 

delivery of water further from the intake 

unreliable, and treatment of that water, by 

chlorine, did not reach the homes in the 

neighborhood that we visited. 

The consequences were devastating.  Her children 

had suffered lead poisoning, and many of the 

consequences were not from drinking the water, 

but from contact, say from the sink when washing, 

or in the bath or shower.  Those consequences were 

not mentioned in our earlier meeting at City Hall. 

As soon as the door of our van closed after leaving 

her house, one of our cadets raised his hand and 

said something to the effect of “how many of you 

think that woman was nuts?” 

 A shocked hush in the van allowed me to interject.  

“You heard two different narratives today, it’s up to 

you to determine which you will believe, that’s what 

critical thinking is all about” and I added, “why 

don’t you Google the activist whose house we just 

left, her name is LeeAnne Walters.” 

The 2019 Staff Ride 

This year’s Staff Ride included another brilliant 

group of cadets, some of them had lobbied long and 

hard for a seat in the van, some had even inquired 

about the program before they entered West Point.  

This was our 7th year conducting the Staff Ride, 

which is actually a 3-week, 3-credit course offered 

after the end of the Spring Semester. 

As in the past we spent the first week in the 

classroom immediately after the cadets have 

finished final exams.  Then we depart for the Staff 

Ride.  For the first six years we traveled throughout 

the South, immersing the cadets in its culture, and 

seeking to impart empathy.  We would, uniquely, 

use the tool of the Staff Ride, where officers are 

taught to understand battles, to study the many 

battles of the civil rights movement.  In 2013 and 

2014 the class was based on the history of civil 

rights law, but after we returned to West Point in 

the summer of 2014, events in Ferguson, Missouri 

and many other places around the country made it 

abundantly clear that civil rights was a current 

events issue, and we adjusted our fire to take focus 

on battles as they arose.  We also would study the 

long civil rights movement, from 1619, when the 

first African slaves were brought to America until 

this very day. 

Environmental Activist LeAnne Walters in her home in Flint, 
Michigan.  Cadets did not know what she had done.  They learned 
there is much more to the story. 
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To adequately do this study with students required 

rigorous academic preparation and beginning in 

2015 we were authorized to offer credit for this 

course, dubbed Law 199, The Civil Rights Staff 

Ride.  Armed with a 10-page syllabus, the course 

required the reading of as many as six books, legal 

cases, articles, and literature, as well as music and 

poetry. 

Each year we would hand-pick cadets who 

demonstrated the ability to do the work and the 

enthusiasm to enjoy it.  We had as many as 40 

cadets applying for the 5 to 8 slots we offered.  We 

took 2 to 4 faculty members with us on the Staff 

Rides and had more participating in the week of 

classes. 

Our travels were based on a set of themes that we 

planned to focus on. But we remained open to 

themes that might present themselves during our 

travels.  Planning was a critical aspect to our 

success.  It started with a series of books read year-

round by faculty and continued as each of us 

monitored current events that would be of 

pedagogical value.  In our effort to teach empathy, 

we sought out situations that would breed 

empathy.  For instance, in 2016 we visited the 

Mother Emmanuel AME Church in Charleston, 

South Carolina less than one year after a gunman, 

intent on starting a race-war, burst into the 

Thursday Evening Prayer Meeting and murdered 9 

congregants.  We attended the Thursday Meeting 

as well, and sat intermingled with congregants, 

many of whom lost loved ones on that fateful 

evening.  Likewise, in 2017 we visited the sites of 

statues of Confederates which had been removed in 

New Orleans, Louisiana and in 2018 visited 

Charlottesville, Virginia, a year after riots caused by 

white supremacists and neo-Nazis had left one 

person dead.  Sadly, there was no shortage of 

incidents that grabbed our attention.  

Challenges Aplenty 

There were challenges that presented themselves 

In 2018, cadets were led on a tour of Confederate monuments by 
bestselling author John Grisham (above).  In Atlanta, cadets met 
with the late Michael Boulegeris, Class of 1983. 
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during the course of the year that followed the 2018 

Staff Ride.  During August we received the 

devastating news that our friend Michael 

Boulegeris, USMA Class of 1983 suffered a massive 

heart attack to which he succumbed.  Mike 

supported the Staff Ride, which uses no funds 

appropriated by Congress, covering the costs for 

five years, and had committed to fund the program 

until 2030.  He had also committed to endow the 

West Point Center for the Rule of Law.  No one was 

more committed to our mission, and Mike was 

always an active part of our program.  During the 

2018 Staff Ride he joined us in Atlanta as we met 

with Freedom Rider Henry “Hank” Thomas for a 

roundtable discussion at the International Center 

for Human and Civil Rights.  He was always 

ebullient among our cadets, and a welcome 

presence at the Department of Law. 

Our second challenge came during the Fall 

Semester at West Point when the department of 

History decided that they would no longer provide 

an instructor for the Staff Ride.  As we began this 

program the History Department had “lent” us 

some superb teachers to make civil rights history 

come alive.  Without the participation of Major 

Andrew Forney during our first two years, and 

Major Daniel Sjursen during the second two, the 

Staff Ride might never have achieved the lofty goals 

to which we aspired.  As we pivoted toward current 

events, the utility of having a History instructor on 

our journey became marginalized, and we would 

need to forgo that luxury during our week of 

classes. 

The third challenge almost ended our program.  We 

had been “renting” 15-person vans from the West 

Point motor pool (TMP).  While these vans were 

cramped with as many as the 12 of us and our two 

weeks’ worth of luggage, and the iffy air 

conditioning often made communication within the 

van difficult, yet we never broke-down, and it was 

comforting that we could rely on getting a van with 

only minimal hassles.  Those hassles included 

Who should we save? Cadets role play in class acting out a life-

boat scenario. (top). Monopoly is not just a game, it’s a lesson in 

the meaning of privilege (middle). Cadets meet with West Point’s 

chief diversity officer Terry Allbritton. 
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justifying annually what we were doing, and why.  

In the fall of 2018 the TMP issued a rule that no 

vans could be used for distances over 100-miles.  

That rule, they insisted was based on higher 

authorities who could not be questioned.  

Nevertheless, TMP granted most of the “exceptions 

to policy,” but not ours.  When the Department of 

Law approached another entity, the Directorate of 

Cadet Activities, which also had a fleet of vans, we 

were ultimately met with the troubling response 

that “supporting a department program like this is 

not an appropriate use of NAF [non-appropriated 

funds] vehicles.” 

The last challenge was really not a 

hurdle, but perhaps an indication of 

resistance to the use of a Staff Ride to 

study civil rights.  The Civil Rights 

Staff Ride was the subject of an article 

after our first year on the website 

“Corporate Staff Rides,” which lauded 

our effort.  It was called “[T]he Most 

Important Staff Ride Development 

since ... the pioneering work at 

Leavenworth and the Army War 

College in the early 1980's”.   Nevertheless, in the 

past I had been told that the program was not 

considered for an award because of the 

“controversial” nature of our subject matter, and 

during the Spring Semester of 2019 when I was 

asked to write part of an article about 

“unconventional staff rides,” I was faced with the 

implication that the civil rights “battles” that we 

studied were not the kind of battles worthy of study 

at West Point.  I had heard that too but remain 

unwilling to concede.  In the “final substantive 

edit,” of that article, among other things, the quote 

above was struck.   I pulled the article. 

The Department of Law rallied to overcome each of 

these challenges.  We identified funds that would 

be able to pay for the 2019 Staff Ride, adjusted our 

syllabus to account for the absence of a History 

instructor, and reserved, sight-unseen, a 12-person 

rental van. 

The Plan 

The route for the 2019 Civil Rights Staff Ride was 

one that I etched out on a map several years ago.  It 

was based on my life experience as well as what I 

had learned on earlier Staff Rides.  To boil it down 

to a buzz phrase, there was and is discrimination 

outside the South.  We needed to study civil rights 

in the North. 

It was an ambitious undertaking, but one that 

begged for our attention.  While the 

Staff Ride would seem to require 

additional driving to visit some of the 

places that held interest, the fact is that 

the mileage would be roughly 

equivalent to previous Staff Rides, not 

exceeding the 4,000+ miles we did in 

2016.  That said, we would only able to 

visit a few sites and those would have to 

connect with themes that would make 

our trip pedagogically effective. 

As usual, circumstances would dictate 

At Projects Day in early May, we held our annual Roundtable 

Discussion with Staff Ride alumni from the 2016 to 2018 classes 

to meet with the 2019 Staff Riders.  This year the topic was 

whether institutional racism still exists at West Point. 
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our stops.  The water crisis in Flint, Michigan, 

would provide a valuable case study for 

environmental justice, and in nearby Detroit, the 

Ossian Sweet case would allow us to delve into 

housing discrimination in the North.  The election 

of an African American district attorney in St. Louis 

County, Missouri, a jurisdiction which includes 

Ferguson, was an easy choice. Then in late October, 

a gunman burst into the Tree of Life Synagogue in 

Pittsburgh killing 11 congregants, we would also go 

there.   

The theme that tied our first week in the South with 

our second up North would be the “Great 

Migration.”  That term refers to the relocation of 

vast numbers of African American from the South 

to the North and West.  As recounted in Isabel 

Wilkerson’s award-winning history, The Warmth 

of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great 

Migration, we would trace routes of migration to 

the North to understand the motivations and 

consequences to the individual, and to America.   

One of the people we would follow was Dr. Ossian 

Sweet. 

Dr. Sweet’s poignant 

story was told in the 

book, Arc of Justice, 

by Kevin Boyle.  Sweet 

was born in Florida 

and his journey leads 

him from the South to 

school at Wilberforce 

College in Ohio and 

medical school at 

Howard University in 

Washington, DC to 

Detroit.  It was in 

Detroit where the story 

of northern civil rights 

plays itself out.  

We considered going 

to Chicago, which was 

the destination of 

many migrants, but 

because of its 

Rabbi Steven Kane taught a class on Anti-Semitism, covering 

topics that would prepare the cadets to visit the Tree of Life 

Congregation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Our route was the product of 
over a year of research, and 
six years of experience (left). 
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complexity decided to wait for a future trip to visit 

there.  It was to be St. Louis, Wilberforce, Flint, 

Detroit, and Pittsburgh, and our task was to find 

people that could tell the story to our cadets. 

Classes at West Point 

Equipped with a plan, a 12-page syllabus was 

crafted, with 6 required and 2 “recommended” 

books, 21 articles, 18 legal cases, 12 films, as well as 

poems, songs, and excerpts from literary works.  

The change in our approach to teaching history was 

to assign history readings to be done by cadets as 

“group homework” during their “free” afternoons 

during the class week.  Cadets were encouraged to 

divvy up the readings and discuss them, as well as 

watching the films together.  This was useful 

pedagogically, and also forged the cadets into a 

team almost immediately.  This turned out to be a 

very popular option among the cadets who praised 

it in their evaluation at the end of the trip. 

The classes were enriched by the depth of 

law study we were able to provide the 

cadets.  During the previous six staff rides 

we accepted only rising-yearlings, that is 

cadets who have just finished their plebe, or 

freshman year.  None had taken courses in 

law.  This year we took Olivia Johnson from Las 

Vegas, an extraordinary cadet who had finished her 

yearling year as well, but she had not taken law 

courses either.  The rest of the cadets were 

extraordinary as well, including Lauren Harpole of 

Indiana, Ryan Hogan of Denver, Class Isabella 

Regine of Rhode Island, Peter Schrader also from 

Indiana, and Gavin Shapiro from Arkansas.  

Classes included Hate Crimes, taught by Professor 

Tim Bakken, our expert in criminal law; the 14th 

Amendment, taught by LTC (P) Winston Williams; 

and Post-Brown Supreme Court School De-

Segregation and Re-Segregation Jurisprudence by 

Professor Amy McCarthy, who would accompany 

us on the first week of the Staff ride.  LTC Lakeysia 

Harvin, who had done extensive preparations and 

helped lead the 2018 Staff Ride would help lead 

this Staff Ride, she taught two classes of Due 

Process of Law and Criminal Justice and held two 

extraordinary practical exercises, including 

a “life-boat” scenario and an exercise using 

un-captioned photographs that we had 

participated in during our 2018 Staff Ride 

in Nashville.  I taught several classes 

including Morality, Policy and Law; Free 

Speech and Hate; Environmental Justice; 

Cadets in the West Point Library doing “group homework” during class week, which allowed them to work together and build 
themselves into a team. Here they are watching an annotated video explaining the music video This is America by Childish Gambino aka 
Donald Glover. 
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and De Facto Discrimination.  I also used the game 

MonopolyTM to teach cadets about the meaning of 

privilege, and the continuing impact of legalized 

discrimination. To prepare cadets for the visit to 

Pittsburgh we had a guest lecture by Rabbi Steven 

Kane on the Nature of Anti-Semitism. 

Our Journey Begins 

The moment I pulled up in front of LTC Harvin’s 

house to park my car for the next two weeks I knew 

we had a problem. 

Since 2015, based on our reading the Pulitzer Prize 

winning book, Devil in the Grove, by Gilbert King, 

the Staff Ride has loaded our van onto the Auto 

Train at Lorton to travel overnight to Florida.  

While it is somewhat convenient to use the 

overnight and eliminate 700 miles of driving, the 

reason for using this mode of transportation is a bit 

weightier.  In the book, which documents the 

travails of the “Groveland Boys,” four African 

American young men charged with rape in Lake 

County, Florida, during the heyday of Jim Crow in 

that southern state, NAACP defense attorney, and 

future Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, 

travelled by train from New York to act as the boys’ 

lawyer.  He went from Harlem, where he was a 

respected lawyer and civil rights activist, to Lake 

County, and other southern towns, where he was a 

second-class citizen, at best, and at worst a target 

for those who would do him harm. 

The train ride to Florida was a throw-back to those 

days, and the cadets were meant to sense it as they 

try to sleep in its creaky cars on the same rail line 

that Marshall rode.  The ride changed the mood, 

and in some sense catapulted the Staff Riders back 

in time.  Time was not wasted on the train, as 

cadets read assigned readings and viewed videos to 

prepare them for our visit to the rarely 

remembered civil rights battlefields in Florida. 

But our van seemed quite high to me.  That is, it 

might exceed the Auto Train’s height limitation. 

As we traveled the I95 corridor down to Lorton, 

Virginia, I feverishly tried to Google the van’s 

height and the Train’s size limits.  I also laid out a 

“Plan B” in my mind, calculating whether we could 

drive the 800 some odd miles to our scheduled first 

stop in the city of Ocoee, Florida, the side of a 

massacre of African American in 1920. 

A chance encounter with our friend, U.S. Marine COL (Retired) 
Gary Solis, (Hawaiian shirt) who taught law for years at West Point 
during our first stop in northern Virginia, was a good omen. 
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We had been very lucky on past Staff Rides, very 

lucky.  In 2013 we scheduled a meeting with the 

Mayor of Tuskegee Alabama at a hotel in Atlanta 

where, coincidentally, the annual meeting of the 

National Association of Black Mayors was being 

held and were introduced to the plenary; in 2014 

we were in Jackson, Mississippi on the day of the 

inaugural Medgar Evers Lecture and got to meet 

civil rights leaders Bob Moses, Myrlie Evers, and 

Ed King; in 2015 we showed up just in time to 

become part of B.B. King’s funeral procession at his 

museum in Indianola, Mississippi; and in 2018, we 

were lucky enough to be given a tour of 

Charlottesville, Virginia by bestselling author, John 

Grisham.  I hoped our streak would continue.   

As we pulled into the Auto Train station in Lorton, 

it was immediately clear that was not to be.  At the 

gate, the gate had a hanging white horizontal pipe 

with a sign “8 Foot Maximum” on it, and the 

uniformed woman in the booth was shaking her 

head side-to-side before stepping out to ask “where 

do you think you’re going.” 

In a few minutes, after allowing cadets to change 

out of uniform, we were driving to Florida.  Plan B. 

At this point, I have to mention that I was not 

among the drivers who made this journey possible.  

It’s not that I hadn’t volunteered, but the rental 

company limited the drivers to two, and although I 

had driven up to the Stewart Airport kiosk the week 

before to give my license so that I could drive, I 

couldn’t.  It was left to LTC Harvin and Professor 

McCarthy to take the wheel.  They did a fabulous 

job. 

We drove straight to Ocoee with a short overnight 

stop in Georgia, making it to our first appointment 

on time, and actually beating the train which 

according to their website, was 1 hour and 59 

minutes late.  Lucky. 

Florida Massacres and Civil Rights 

After the long drive we finally arrived in Ocoee, Florida. On-

time (look at the clock), and ready to learn.  The grounds are 

part of the  construction of a new city center. 
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Notwithstanding our timely arrival, we had lost the 

precious time on the train which we had used for 

preliminary discussions, reading, and “time travel”.   

The anachronism of the train, the 1950’s ambiance 

of the dining car, and frankly, the discomfort of the 

long overnight ride contributed to the feeling that 

we were leaving modernity and arriving in a 

different place at a different time. 

We did not have the luxury of a transition, so we 

exited the van in Ocoee, Florida, and marched right 

into a program that the City called “A Visit of 

Historical Significance.” 

LTC Harvin, a native of Gainesville, 

Florida, and a proud graduate of 

Florida A & M University and the 

University of Florida Law School, 

set up our itinerary for our visit to 

the Sunshine State.  It was LTC 

Harvin, in 2018 that got bestselling 

author John Grisham on board for 

a day’s visit in Charlottesville, so 

our expectations were quite high, 

and this program did not 

disappoint. 

We entered the City’s new ballroom 

to cheers as a locally based Army recruitment detail 

presented the colors and we were rushed to seats of 

honor as the program began.   

Ocoee has a dark history.  It was the site of the 

massacre of 1920, one of the bloodiest race 

massacres in the history of the United States..  On 

Election Day of that year, African Americans who 

had the “audacity” to try to vote were met by a 

white mob bolstered by the Ku Klux Klan that 

ravaged the black community in Ocoee, killing, by 

some estimates as many as 300.  After the 

massacre, the black population of 

Ocoee was reduced to none.  It 

became a sundown town, where 

blacks present after the sun set were 

not welcome.  The massacre, as was 

all too often the case, generated two 

distinct narratives, one minimalizing 

the incident from the white 

community members, the other, a 

graphic account of mass brutality 

from its African American refugees. 

Today’s Ocoee is trying to emerge 

from the shadow of that horrifying 

event.  In the 1980’s African 

The Civil Rights Staff Ride was greeted by Ocoee residents, 

City officials and a color guard.  It was a festive atmosphere in 

a community striving to learn from its history.  

The mood grew somber as Cadets learned the story of the 

Ocoee massacre.  Sadly, it is a story the likes of which we 

would hear many times during this Staff Ride. 

It is a humbling experience to 
be part of a “Visit of Historical 
Significance.” 
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Americans began to return to the community, and 

the program with the Staff Riders was a celebration 

of the acceptance of the brutal true narrative by 

virtue of a proclamation acknowledging the City’s 

complicity in the massacre and the exile of its black 

citizens.  That proclamation goes on to tout its 

commitment to diversity including its “Human 

Relations Diversity Board” and resolving to 

dedicate a historical marker that tells the true story 

of the residents who “lost their lives and property 

through an act of domestic terror.” 

The City’s Mayor spoke about his journey to gain 

empathy toward those who lost so much in Ocoee 

simply because they were black.  Mayor Rusty 

Johnson recounted a trip he took with the City’s 

newly created Human Relations Diversity Board 

members to Montgomery, Alabama, and how he 

had viewed the National Memorial for Peace and 

Justice that was created by Bryan Stevenson of the 

Equal Justice Initiative.  That site , which the Staff 

Ride was due to visit, is a poignant memorial to this 

country’s victims of race-based lynching.  Together 

with the members, the mayor also traveled from 

Montgomery to Selma, retracing  the route of the 

Civil Rights marchers. 

Mayor Johnson spoke about the personal effect of 

that trip, and the empathy he took from it.  

However, that impact was best evidenced by his 

actions.  He added that diversity in the Ocoee 

wasn’t enough, they were seeking inclusion as well.   

Gainesville Gentrification 

That afternoon we drove to Gainesville, Florida- 

Gator country.  LTC Harvin grew up here and we 

were slated to meet with a group of 1960’s Civil 

Rights Movement veterans who were engaged with 

a different type of modern-day battle, the impact of 

gentrification on the African American community.   

In Gainesville, as we sat down to our first real 

dinner of Southern dishes like shrimp & grits, 

jambalaya, and red beans & rice, the cadets 

reviewed the day, and were quite taken by the 

efforts of the City leaders to effect change.  They 

noted the importance of empathy and were 

impressed that the Mayor of Ocoee had learned its 

importance on his journey.  We would try to do the 

same on ours. 

Our first stop the next morning was the Wilhelmina 

Johnson Resource Center, a community center 

which houses the Gainesville Cultural Arts 

The City of Ocoee’s Human Relations Diversity Board 
sponsored the event. Mayor Rusty Johnson (far right) 
presented the Staff Riders with copies of a Proclamation. 

Cadets meet with the parents of local West Point cadets as well 
as high school students who aspire to attend the Academy.  
Everyone want to share their stories with the cadets. 
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Coalition office in what had long been a thriving 

African American neighborhood.  But things were 

changing.  Students from the University of Florida 

were moving into apartments in the area, and other 

buildings were being replaced by more expensive 

dwellings.  Historic homes that were important to 

the community were not protected from demolition 

and many long-time residents could no longer 

afford to stay. 

Our host was Center Director NKwanda Jah who 

introduced the panel of individuals who told 

their stories.  Jah is an activist in preserving her 

community.  Each of the panelists were civil 

rights activists and each of them had a  

compelling story to relate.  Cadets heard from 

John R. Nelson, Sr., Vivian Filer, Aldjenatu 

Rosemary Florence, and Dr. Gwendolyn Zoharah 

Simmons, whose lives made it very clear that the 

Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s was a hard 

fought series of battles, fought by a multitude of 

activists all working, for a brief but meaningful 

time for the end of legalized discrimination. 

We returned to our van for a tour of the 

neighborhood and a visit to a newly renovated 

social venue named the Cotton Club for lunch.  

Each of us was seated with one of our new 

friends, as cadets got to know each of our hosts 

better.  There are few better ways to get to know 

people than sharing a meal with them.  It has been 

one of the most effective ways of gaining 

understanding and creating empathy.   

Meeting Flipper 

We drove north after lunch to Thomasville, 

Georgia, the home of Henry Ossian Flipper, West 

Point’s first African American graduate.  While at 

the Academy he endured four years of the silent 

treatment, no one would speak to him except to 

In Gainesville, Florida this panel would relate very personal 

stories from these activist in the Civil Rights Movement of the 

1960s.  

Mrs. Vivian Filer, “Miss Vivian” had great wisdom to share with 
cadets, her TEDx Talk, “Lessons From My Sidewalk” is most 
inspiring. 

Colorful soldier, spy and author Bill Raiford, West Point class of 
1952, speaks at the graveside ceremony for Henry Ossian Flipper.  
As a young man, Raiford met Flipper’s brother. 
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deliver official communications.  Our cadets, most 

of whom had just finished their first arduous year 

at the Academy, recognized the difficulties they 

faced compounded with the absence of support 

from their classmates.  To them, the thought of 

making it through four years as an outsider was 

unthinkable. 

In 2015 the Staff Riders met West Point graduate 

Wayne Lambert, Jr. by chance in a Tallahassee 

restaurant where we were having dinner.  He told 

us that Flipper had been reinterred in his 

hometown of Thomasville, and that he and his 

fellow grads had been maintaining his grave site 

there. 

We returned the next year and held a ceremony, 

laying a wreath at the grave as taps were played by 

a young bugler.  Mr. Lambert had brought his son 

to join the Staff Riders for dinner.  This year we 

were able to visit Thomasville again, 

and hold another ceremony at the 

grave.  At West Point, cadets are 

introduced to Flipper and know of his 

tormented cadet career.  We hold an 

annual Flipper Dinner to honor him.  

It is a heritage that we need to 

celebrate.  And, by the way, Mr. 

Lambert’s son just completed his 

second year at West Point. 

After the ceremony, we moved to the 

Jack Hadley African American 

Museum which has a room dedicated to Flipper.  

The museum is one of the many small museums 

that celebrate African American culture, and the 

main feature is a tour by local experts who are 

usually the owners and curators.  Like Jack Hadley, 

himself a retired Air Force NCO, and historian 

JaMarcus Underwood they take great pride in their 

collections and have unparalleled insight into the 

stories that each piece of memorabilia represents. 

That evening we enjoyed a local style Southern 

buffet at the Two Sisters Restaurant in Troy, 

Alabama.  Sitting around the table for nine, we 

reviewed the days activities, and the insights we 

gained.  Then we drove on to Montgomery. 

Economic Engine of Montgomery 

Largely due to its centrality to the modern-Civil 

Rights Movement of the 1950’s and 60’s, the Staff 

Ride has repeatedly visited the city of 

Montgomery.  During each visit the 

cadets marvel at the lack of economic 

activity in this physically beautiful 

city. 

We toured the city on foot, stopping 

at the bus stop where Rosa Parks 

boarded the bus for a ride that begat 

the Montgomery Bus Boycott after 

she failed to give up her seat to a 

white person.  Cadets also knew the 

story of the extraordinary 15-year old 

 Bryan Stevenson Anthony Ray Hinton Breana Lamkin 
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woman, Claudette Colvin, who had done the same 

months before in Montgomery, failing only to 

garner the support of local civil rights leaders 

because as a single mother she would not make as 

compelling a galvanizing figure as Rosa Parks did.  

Likewise, they knew about Army Second 

Lieutenant Jackie Robinson, who also refused to sit 

in the back of a military bus and was court-

martialed and found not guilty of both the offense 

of disrespecting a superior and disobeying lawful 

order. 

The cadets walked to the Greyhound bus station 

where almost 60 years ago Freedom Riders were 

met with brutal violence on their mission to 

desegregate public transportation facilities,  they 

saw the Frank Johnson federal courthouse, named 

for the District Court judge who ruled in many of 

the landmark cases during the modern-Civil Rights 

Movement. 

We visited the Southern Poverty Center’s Memorial 

for those killed during Movement, and then headed 

to the Equal Justice Initiative’s (EJI) offices in a 

building once used to warehouse slaves. 

The Civil Rights Staff Ride has been visiting EJI 

since 2016.   The organization’s founder, attorney 

Bryan Stevenson’s, book Just Mercy has been on 

our reading list for each Staff Ride since.  That year 

Mr. Stevenson spoke with cadets, in 2017 cadets 

heard from Anthony Ray Hinton, who had spent 

some 30 years on Alabama’s death row before 

Stevenson and his EJI team exonerated him.  In 

2018 we visited the newly opened National 

Memorial for Justice and Peace. 

On our first visit Stevenson had shown us the jars 

of soil that lined the meeting room.  Each, he said, 

held the soil from the site of a lynching.  He told us 

at the time that he was planning a memorial for 

lynching victims and was quietly acquiring land 

overlooking Montgomery for the site.  He talked 

about his goal to correct the narrative and his 

audacious plan to do this in what was the most 

Southern, Southern city. 

The 2019 Staff Ride had already learned from their 

peers on the 2018 trip of the power that this 

The courthouse in Monroeville, AL, looks familiar, it was the 

site of the fictional trial in To Kill a Mockingbird.   

In 2016, the bust of Cudjoe Lewis was still missing from a 

memorial on the grounds of the Union Missionary Baptist 

Church in Plateau, AL, the site of Africatown. 
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Memorial had, and if that were not enough, they 

heard it again from the folks at Ocoee. 

One is first taken by the magnitude of the steles 

that represent not individuals, but counties where 

lynchings are documented to have occurred.  

“Documented” is the accurate term as Stevenson 

wanted there to be no question about the veracity 

of 

any of the lynchings represented at the Memorial, 

and with a lawyer’s eye for proof, went through 

what must have been a painstaking verification 

process.  After taking in the magnitude of the 

steles, the observer must comprehend that many, 

many more victims cannot be identified or proven.  

In Ocoee, for instance, even local officials cannot 

finally determine the exact number, much less the 

names of the victims of that racial massacre.  And 

there are so many more. 

Chance Meetings and Lucky Breaks 

There is a lot that our faculty do to prepare for 

these Staff Rides, but as mentioned above, there 

are many lucky breaks, both large and small.  After 

weeks of telephone-tag, I was able to reach an old 

friend of the Staff Ride, Catherine Flowers.  Ms. 

Flowers is an environmental advocate for EJI and 

had introduced us to several environmental justice 

issues that have been included as part of our 

course.  In 2015 she showed cadets the problem 

with sewage in poor rural areas in the South.  

Homes in these communities are way too far to 

have sewer connections and are relegated to 

running a pipe from their toilet to a hole in the 

yard.   

The problem is that the local soils in this part of 

Alabama don’t readily allow for absorption of the 

liquids into the ground.  So, the sewage  sits there.  

Mosquitos breed there.  And studies that Ms. 

Flowers has had done indicate that the local 

population sees instances of tropical diseases that 

are not common at this latitude.  What’s worse,  

this same sewage problem is being found at many 

locations, not just rural Alabama. 

Staff Riders with the “Guy in the Blue Shirt,” Daryl D. Bradley, 

Montgomery, Alabama’s district attorney, and our friend 

Catherine Flowers (far right). 

Sewage treatment is non-existent in many rural areas in 
the “Black Belt” of Alabama.  This pit is in the backyard 
of a trailer home, connected by pipe, 30’ from its toilet. 
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Ms. Flowers has also been studying the situation in 

Flint, Michigan that we were going to witness.  We 

set up lunch outside of Montgomery to sit down 

with her.  As we ate our lunches, a Soul Food 

buffet, she talked about the sewage issues, climate 

change, and the Water Crisis in Flint. 

As I listened, chiming in only when Ms. Flowers 

asked me to respond to questions about the law, I 

was handed a cryptic note that read, “Guy in Blue 

Shirt at next table is DA of Montgomery.”   

I am really not the type of person who feels 

comfortable violating anyone’s privacy, and as a life

-long New Yorker I am loathe to even recognize a 

public figure, much less approach one.  But my 

fellow professors (who had sent me the note) were 

counting on me to invite the “guy in the blue shirt” 

to meet cadets, so I did. 

Daryl D. Bradley is the district attorney for 

Alabama’s 15th Judicial Circuit, which includes 

Montgomery County.  He was more than glad to 

meet the cadets and give us an impromptu lecture 

about criminal justice in Alabama’s capital.  He 

touted criminal justice reform and alternative 

programs for dealing with non-violent offenses.  He 

graciously answered cadets’ questions and offered 

to meet with us in the future.  Many of our contacts 

begin like this, except through the passing of notes, 

that was a first. 

When we finally said our goodbyes, we began our 

ride to Selma.  In view of the profound impact this 

ride had on Mayor Rusty Johnson and the Ocoee 

Human Relations Diversity Board members, I took 

a fresh view of the route I had followed on most of 

our seven Staff Rides.  Despite all the knowledge 

our cadets had accumulated during classes, and in 

our first days of travel together, the Selma-to-

Montgomery March holds a special place in the 

iconology of even the long civil rights movement.  

The fact that on the 50th anniversary of that historic 

March the President of the United States, an 

African American himself, Barack Obama had 

joined the surviving marchers in crossing the 
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bridge, elevates this moment of unity and shared 

purpose.  We are drawn to recognize it.  The cadets 

felt the same way. 

These lofty feelings are only slightly tempered by 

the fact that the famous bridge itself is named for a 

Confederate officer who was a grand wizard of the 

Ku Klux Klan.  The state legislature of Alabama 

recently entertained the idea of changing the name 

to the Freedom Bridge.  The change was rejected, 

after all, this is Alabama. 

Crossing into Mississippi 

We spent the night in Meridian, Mississippi; it was 

the place that three civil rights 

workers departed from on a mission to 

assist members of an African 

American community outside 

Philadelphia, Mississippi whose 

church had been firebombed.  These 

three civil rights workers, Michael 

Schwerner, James Chaney, and 

Andrew Goodman, had volunteered to 

help blacks register to vote during 

Freedom Summer in 1964.  Chaney, an 

African American, was from Meridian.  

Schwerner and Goodman were Jewish, and both 

were from New York. 

In 2018, when the Staff ride visited Albany, 

Georgia, the docent at the Albany Civil Rights 

Institute showed us a photo of the three, and 

pointing to Schwerner and Goodman said, you see 

these two, “they were not white, they were Jewish.” 

The three had disappeared. 

The next morning, we retraced the steps of the 

three, ending on the side road where they were 

murdered.  Philadelphia is still a scary place.  

Cadets watched the film Mississippi Burning which 

dramatized these events, but the real perpetrators 

may still be out there.  The Staff Riders read a 

recent account that claimed the house where Edgar 

Ray Killen, one of the conspirators of the Klan 

group that killed the three, allegedly lived, was less 

than 100 yards from the place where we were 

standing.  Only Killen was tried and convicted in 

the deaths of the three.  He was sentenced to 60-

years on the three counts of manslaughter in 2005, 

and died in Parchman State Penitentiary in 2018, a 

fitting end, but there is little question that while he 

was an instigator, he didn’t act alone. 

Parchman State Penitentiary was coincidentally 

our main stop for the day.  It is located further west 

in the Mississippi Delta, the birthplace of the blues.   

The story of Parchman is documented in a book 

that was assigned to cadets entitled, Worse than 

Slavery.  The title speaks volumes 

about this isolated place which began 

its notorious existence after the Civil 

War. 

The loss of slave labor was a shock to 

the slave-based economy in the South.  

Plantation owners would “hire” former 

slaves as sharecroppers, mostly to their 

detriment.  Oddly, but intentionally, 

the 13th Amendment to the 

Constitution that eliminated slavery 

Like many other memorials to the victims of racial violence, 
this roadside marker has been repeatedly attacked.  It begs the 
question, when will the hatred end? 
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contains an express exemption for prisoners.  It’s 

first section reads as follows: “Neither slavery nor 

involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for 

crime whereof the party shall have been duly 

convicted, shall exist within the United States, or 

any place subject to their jurisdiction (emphasis 

added).” 

The state of Mississippi, seeing the potential for 

replacing slave labor while adhering to the 

Amendment, leased convicts to plantation owners.  

To ensure a steady supply of labor, a variety of 

criminal laws were applied in ways that would meet 

their needs.  Loitering was made a crime and 

enforced against freed slaves that did not have a 

job; other behaviors calculated to add to the convict 

labor force were also criminalized and selectively 

enforced against African Americans.  When the 

leasing of convicts grew out of favor, Parchman was 

purchased by the state to become a prison. 

The 2019 Cadets did not have the benefit of being 

able compare Parchman to other prisons, I 

however had visited Louisiana’s Angola State 

Penitentiary twice before with cadets in 2016 and 

2017.  What I related to them about the difference 

between the two storied prisons was the stark 

difference in funding that must exist between the 

two. 

As we entered the Penitentiary we were met by a 

cadre of guards and prison officials that shared an 

intense seriousness of purpose.  Each of us was 

instructed to empty our pockets, no cameras, 

money or wallets were allowed.  We were subjected 

to thorough pat-down searches, and then gathered 

back to be told the rules. In charge was prison 

guard Commander Sequcia Wren who laid out the 

ground-rules of a Parchman visit in monotone 

delivery that I assumed was the same way she 

addressed incoming prisoners.  She identified how 

the different prisoner uniforms were distinguished; 

green and white horizontal stripes for the most 

trustworthy convicts, those who could be released 

eventually; black stripes for the medium security 

prisoners; and red stripes for the prison’s most 

incorrigible residents. 

We then boarded a prison van with Commander 

Wren with two escort vehicles filled with prison 

guards.  Buildings were identified, including the 

hospital and homes of guards who could choose to 

live there.   At our first stop we were met by the 

penitentiary’s director of security, Brenda S. Cox, 

who had arranged our Saturday visit.  We entered a 

building containing a large cell that housed what 

appeared to be about 50 green-striped prisoners.  

As we entered the room, we first passed the 

bathroom facilities which were in full view as we 

walked, with empty showers and toilets visible.  

Plastic covered some fixtures that were presumably 

inoperative.  The condition of the bathrooms was 

matched by the general condition of everything we 

saw, run down and patched up.  There was no air 

conditioning, just a big fan circulating the hot, 

humid air. 

As we entered, the green-striped men (Parchman 

has only male prisoners) were all lying prone on 

their bunks.  It was hot, but all were in their 

uniforms, and their level of activity was minimal.  

The spartan entrance to the Mississippi State Penitentiary at 
Parchman seems to reflect not the austere nature of the facility, 
but rather a troubling degree of neglect.  
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It took me a while to realize that they had likely 

been ordered to be in uniform, and to lie down on 

their cots.   

The guards stood between us and the prisoners and 

seemed to be in total control.  The inmates didn’t 

utter a word as many lay on the cots with their eyes 

closed, trancelike.  We moved to an adjacent room 

that was identified as the dining room, although 

except for the tables and seats cemented to the 

floor, we couldn’t tell.  One of the prisoners was 

“invited” to speak with us.  This man appeared to 

be in his forties was looking forward to being 

released.  He responded to the cadets’ questions 

about prison conditions with frank, but carefully 

phrased answers.  He talked about life after prison, 

identifying his family members as the support he 

would need to stay away from the influences of his 

youth that put him in Parchman.  He carefully 

eluded a cadet’s question as to what caused him to 

be imprisoned.  His only negative answer was in 

response to the question, “how is the food?” 

“Terrible,” he replied, and commiserated with 

cadets about the powdered eggs that are also served 

in our Mess Hall. 

Our next stop was Mississippi’s death row.   We 

entered through a metal door that the largest of the 

prison guards had to struggle to open.  The door 

creaked as it opened with a rusty sigh, it obviously 

had not been opened in a while.  Inside, however, 

the room was pleasantly air conditioned.  In the 

room was the odd sight of Mississippi’s gas 

chamber, and our hosts offered cadets the 

opportunity to sit in the strap-down chair that was 

actually used for capital punishment in the State 

from 1940 to 1952.  Previously, Mississippi had a 

“portable” electric chair, which was taken to the 

county where a prisoner was to be executed.  After 

1984, Mississippi used lethal injection 

administered in an adjacent room.  For reasons 

that include both the scarcity of the drugs that can 

legally be used in lethal injections, and the high 

cost of the legal procedures that can lead to capital 

After our tour, our hosts posed for photos with the cadets. Director of Security, Brenda S. Cox (top & bottom in the orange shirt), 
and Commander Sequcia Wren (center with Cadet Gavin Shapiro) and their entire team, were extremely generous on with their time. 
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punishments, the last prisoner to be executed here 

was in 2012.  The rusty door seemed to confirm 

that the death chamber had not been used in a 

while. 

The long row of cells on this death row was empty.  

As we stepped into them for a moment to 

experience the last hours of a convict sentenced to 

death, I couldn’t help but wonder what the 

Freedom Riders who were imprisoned in these very 

cells in 1961 went through.  But their determination 

and spirit could not be broken.  

As we made our way through our visit to 

Parchman, the mood of the guards and their 

supervisors lightened-up.  Perhaps they were 

wary of us at first, but as we approached the 

end of our visit instead of pat-down searches we 

were hugging our chaperones a warm goodbye. 

Some Respite 

Leaving Parchman, we sought to lift our mood, 

and headed to lunch at Abe’s BBQ.  Abe’s is 

located at what has become known as the 

“Crossroads” a place where the legendary blues 

guitarist Robert Johnson is said to have made a 

mythical deal with the devil to sell his soul in 

exchange for his lauded ability to play the 

guitar.  Johnson died at the age of 27 under 

mysterious circumstances, which lends his life 

to another popular myth – the “27 Club”, which 

includes such talented artists as Jimi Hendrix, 

Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison and Kurt Cobain, all of 

whom died at the tender young age of 27.  To add 

some of Johnson’s music to this myth, we stopped 

at the Delta Blues Museum before we drove north 

to Memphis. 

Memphis, Tennessee has been a popular stop on 

our Civil Rights Staff Ride and provides some 

respite after a heady week on the road.  We first 

visited the National Museum of Civil Rights 

primarily to see the Lorraine Motel where Dr. 

Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated in 1968.  

In Clarksdale, MS we grapple with our visit to Parchman over a lunch at Abe’s BBQ (top); just outside is famous Crossroads 
(center); a favorite place for cadets to pose is Morgan Freeman’s Ground Zero Blues Club (bottom & back cover). 
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That year he was focused on starting the “Poor 

Peoples March” which was dedicated to economic 

equality.  King knew that the battle for equal rights 

would never be complete without economic 

equality.  He was in Memphis to support striking 

sanitation workers, and the night before his death 

made his "I've Been to the Mountaintop" speech at 

Memphis’ Mason Temple Church of God. He said 

prophetically: 

“Like anybody, I would like to live a long life. 

Longevity has its place. But I'm not concerned 

about that now. I just want to do God's will. And 

He's allowed me to go up to the mountain. And I've 

looked over. And I've seen the promised land. I 

may not get there with you. But I want you to know 

tonight, that we, as a people, will get to the 

promised land.” 

The cadets understood the idea that equal 

economic opportunity, a leveling of the playing 

field, was necessary to end the discrimination that 

started with slavery, continued with Jim Crow, and 

persists today in the institutional or structural 

racism that is the consequence of centuries 

legalized discrimination and unabated 

demonization. 

Plan B Again: Fort Pillow 

After a walk on lively music-filled Beale Street the 

long day finally ended, and we prepared for our 

second week.  Sunday’s plan was to head north for 

a visit to Cairo, Illinois, the site of riots during the 

“long hot summer” of 1967, that were triggered by 

the jailhouse “suicide” of a young African American 

soldier, and which have ultimately led to the City 

becoming what many have described as a ghost 

town.  But our guide for this visit, the City’s young 

mayor, was unable to meet us, so we had to go to 

another Plan B. 

Plan B was a visit to the remote site of the Fort 

Pillow Massacre in western Tennessee.  The Battle 

of Fort Pillow was a Civil War Battle fought in April 

At Fort Pillow, TN it is clear how small a battlefield this was (top), 

but the results were devastating, especially for the black Union 

soldiers (center); the hike to the Fort, was peaceful at least. 
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1864 over a fort that was on a steep bluff 

overlooking the Mississippi River.  The Union had 

held the fort since 1862 when Nathan Bedford 

Forrest with as many as 2,500 troops surrounded 

the garrison defended by 600 Union soldiers, 

including about 300 black soldiers.  Forrest 

attacked after the commander of the garrison, 

believing that reinforcements were on the way, 

refused to surrender.  Overwhelmed by the attack, 

the Union troops surrendered.   

Forrest, is said to have ordered his Confederate 

soldiers to “offer no quarter,” meaning to take no 

prisoners, and as many as 300 black soldiers were 

slaughtered. 

As with most histories concerning the Civil War, 

this Massacre is ripe with controversy.  It is part of 

the false narrative that persisted after the war and 

lives on in the hearts, if not in the minds of many 

today.  It begins with the idea that the Confederate 

cause was a noble one, over state’s rights or 

oppression by the federal government.  It virtually 

ignores the one-and-only reason for the Civil War, 

that being the insistence on the continuation of 

slavery.  It whitewashes the treason by those who 

fought against the United States in war, killing 

more American (Union) soldiers than Hitler did in 

the Second World War. 

We were able to view the Fort Pillow battlefield and 

make our own determination about the narrative, 

notwithstanding the fact that Congress and many 

others had contemporaneously investigated the 

affair, calling it a massacre.  It was plain to see a 

situation of desperate choices for the defenders 

that would have forced even the best trained soldier 

to ask for “quarter,” as many had testified. The only 

other choice would have been to try to navigate the 

cliff to the Mississippi River far below, which 

appeared to be suicidal.   

As Horace Greeley, the famed editor of the New 

York Tribune wrote, “If human testimony ever did 

 

Crossing the Mississippi River heading toward St. 
Louis (top); where the Gateway to the West is part of 
a National Park that includes the courthouse where 
the famous Dred Scott case was tried (bottom).  The 
plight of the Scotts is commemorated by a statue. 
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or can establish anything, the Fort Pillow is proved 

a case of deliberate, wholesale massacre of 

prisoners of war after they had surrendered.” 

North to St. Louis 

Our turn to the North marked the understanding 

that discrimination was not just a Southern 

phenomenon.  Despite growing up in “progressive” 

New York City, I knew that to be true.  We drove to 

St. Louis Sunday evening to a meeting with a local, 

Mr. Michael Roberts. 

The 2018 Civil Rights Staff Ride first met Mr. 

Roberts in Atlanta, he introduced himself and 

when we shared our plans to visit both St. Louis 

and Detroit in 2019, he mentioned that he lived in 

St. Louis and did business in Detroit, telling us to 

contact him when we were making our plans. 

The arrangement we made was to meet for dinner 

at Sweetie Pie’s Upper Crust Soul Food restaurant 

in St. Louis.  Mr. Roberts invited his nephew, a 

Missouri State legislator to speak with us about the 

politics in the State, and after dinner Roberts 

offered to give us a tour of Forest Park, and his 

home. 

Michael V. Roberts is certainly one of the most 

interesting people that the Civil Rights Staff Ride 

has encountered.  Michael and his brother Steven 

have amassed a fortune in a wide variety of 

entrepreneurial ventures.  The brothers are the 

sons of a postal worker and their story is, no doubt 

a dramatic American rags-to-riches story.  Their 

goal is to create wealth, and while it has been the 

classic American success story and dream, it has 

eluded most African Americans.   

Cadets had read the book, The Color of Law by 

Richard Rothstein that describes the legal 

framework which underlies the prevention of 

wealth accumulation by African Americans.  It 

involves redlining, which for the most part 

prevented black purchasers from buying property 

in white neighborhoods and discouraged lenders 

from giving mortgages to black applicants.  The 

Sweetie Pie’s Restaurant in St. Louis has achieved some fame on 

reality television (top); its down home cooking (center) makes us 

question whether we are still in the South.  On the Civil Rights 

Staff Ride, all meals are teaching time (bottom),  We are joined by 

Mr. Michael Roberts who invited his nephew Steven Roberts, a 

Missouri state legislator.  We shared with cadets our discovery  

that allegations of improper behavior involving the younger 

Roberts had been made. 
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book explained how de jure discrimination shaped 

and segregated communities that remain 

segregated even today, long after the laws were 

changed.   

He invited us into his palatial home on what is 

perhaps the most exclusive street in St. Louis.  He 

built the house, but related that he couldn’t buy the 

land in his own name at the time, because as an 

African American, the powers that be would not 

allow him to occupy a home in this neighborhood.  

Now, in addition to this home, and his 

brother’s, and his nephews’ and two of his 

children’s nearby homes, plus others 

which he had or has investments in, the 

neighborhood is his to enjoy.   And he 

does enjoy, as a visit to his garage to see 

his Rolls Royce and Bentley sitting side-

by-side evidence. 

Roberts remains very positive about St. 

Louis despite the events in Ferguson in 2014, and 

he continues to invest in the City’s future. 

Monday morning marked a “hand-off” of sorts.  

Professor Amy McCarthy would be leaving us in St. 

Louis early that day, and Colonel David A. Wallace, 

the head of the West Point Department of Law 

would be joining us in Indianapolis that evening.  

As for the cadets, we had an early appointment 

with a prosecutor and a second with a presiding 

judge, and then there were 263 miles to travel, and 

one hour lost as we would return to Eastern 

Daylight Time before we were to meet our 

commanding officer and have dinner.  In other 

words, an easy day. 

Studying Northern Discrimination 

The decision to study the North was really made 

after the return of the 2014 Civil Rights Staff Ride 

when the killing of Michael Brown in the 

streets of Ferguson, Missouri captured the 

headlines and social media.  There were 

sadly, many events that were similar 

before Ferguson, including recently the 

murder of Treyvon Martin in Florida, but 

the case of Michael Brown was one where 

social media, including video from cell 

phone cameras presented what became an 

all-too-frequent phenomenon.  It was not only the 

shooting of an unarmed person by police, but it 

included the demonization of that person to the 

public, and a disregard of the victim’s personhood 

demonstrated by the Ferguson police leaving the 

body exposed in the street for hours after the 

shooting.  Added on to this was that lack of scrutiny 

of the actions of the police, the failure of grand 

Mr. Roberts home is plush with all the trappings of wealth.  The multitude of works of art and furniture, the huge indoor swimming 
pool, and garage with a theatre above and room for nine cars (if the Rolls and Bentley were moved), are testaments to his success.  
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juries to indict police, and the likely 

acquittal of any of the few police that 

were brought to trial, by, more often 

than not, an all-white jury. 

Our decision to finally visit St. Louis was 

prompted by the election of Wesley Bell 

as St. Louis County district attorney in 

2018.  DA Bell graciously invited us to 

visit with him and his key staff in his 

office to talk about the changes in 

Ferguson, where he was a former public 

defender, municipal judge, municipal 

prosecutor and city council member 

before his victory as an underdog in the 

race against an incumbent for DA of St. 

Louis County. 

The first striking thing about Bell is how 

young he looks, and how energized he is.  

His aides are awed by his level of activity 

both inside and outside the office.  Bell 

spends much of his time in the 

communities he serves, building bridges 

among communities and between police 

and civilians.  He and his staff see that as 

a key to change in the County. 

Things are quieter in Ferguson as well.  

Not because there are no longer protests, 

but now the police and community are 

managing them without violence and 

making the connections between 

community leaders and those 

responsible for public safety. 

Our group moved to the St. Louis County 

Courthouse to meet with Presiding Judge 

Gloria Clark Reno in her courtroom, she 

is the first African American to hold this 

prestigious post.  The Judge talked about 

the challenges in the criminal justice 

system, especially in a state that was less 

than progressive about criminal justice 

reform.  She noted, with regard to the 

The stele commemorating the “Unknown” 
lynched in St. Clair County in Illinois where East 
St. Louis is located.  Nota Bene, Illinois is a 
northern state. 
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civil cases she hears that policy changes like “tort 

reform” have made it nearly impossible for 

wronged parties to get damages from juries in the 

County, and the State made it possible for 

defendants to have their cases heard in the County 

Courts where she presides rather than in the City 

Courts of St. Louis where juries are more generous 

with their verdicts. 

The dichotomy with juries also translates into 

criminal cases, where, she noted, it is still very 

difficult to empanel African American on juries. 

The Promised Land? 

With the miles ahead of us looming, we left St. 

Louis crossing the Mississippi River on Interstate 

55.  On our left was the historic MacArthur Bridge, 

built in 1917 and renamed for the World War II 

general and West Point graduate, Douglas 

MacArthur.  Finally, on our long circuitous route, a 

monument to a West Pointer who was not a 

Confederate.  This was the North, the state of 

Illinois, but before we could blink in front of us was 

the City of East St. Louis. 

If any City in America can belie the idea that the 

North was the promised land for freed slaves, it is 

East St. Louis.  In 1917 a white mob, fearing being 

replaced by African American workers, killed as 

many as 200 African Americans in what has been 

described by Ida B. Wells-Barnett, journalist and co

-founder of the NAACP, as “the greatest outrage of 

the century.” 

Certainly, there were benefits for African American 

who left the South for the cities of the North in 

terms of jobs and lifestyle, especially while Jim 

Crow laws persisted down South.  As we drove 

towards Indiana, I looked for something I could 

show the cadets that would evidence that fact.  

After all two of our Staff Riders were Indianans.  

So, as we headed for dinner with COL Wallace and 

Cadet Schrader’s Indiana family, acting as if I really 

knew where I was headed, we walked right up to 

Our searched-for roadside marker in Indianapolis (top).  Ranger 
Robert Stewart at the Charles Young House in Wilberforce, Ohio, 
now part of the Buffalo Soldiers National Historic Site (center), 
and the Ohio History Afro-American Museum nearby, with an 
exhibit dedicated to Young, a true Renaissance man. 
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the Historical Marker I was looking for.  In a pocket 

park, a green space in the downtown of the capital 

of Indiana was a tribute to the Indianapolis Times 

which reads: 

“The Indianapolis Times (originally published as 

the Sun in 1888) moved to this site in 1924.  In the 

1920s, it led a crusade against the Ku Klux Klan.  

Exposing the Klan’s influence in Indiana politics 

and spurring investigations into corrupt state 

elections.  For this public service, the Times won 

journalism’s highest award, the Pulitzer Prize, in 

1928.” 

Mission accomplished. 

Meeting West Point’s 2nd and 3rd African 

American Graduates 

History commemorates firsts, after all who 

remembers the second man on the moon (well, 

come to think of it, we do, it was Edwin “Buzz” 

Aldrin, West Point Class of 1951).  At West Point we 

commemorate our first African American graduate, 

Henry O. Flipper, Class of 1877, and the Staff 

Riders honored him the week before at his 

gravesite, but there was a line of other cadets who 

endured the same hardships to graduate the 

Academy. 

The second graduate was John Hanks Alexander, 

Class of 1887, the third was Charles Young, Class of 

1889, and the fourth was Benjamin O. Davis, Jr. 

Class of 1932.  Davis, who graduated 43 years after 

the previous African American grad is one of our 

most famous alumni, commander of the heroic 

Tuskegee Airmen in WWII, and the first African 

American 4-star general in both the Army and the 

Air Force.  West Point’s newest barracks are named 

after him. 

Alexander and Young are less known, but both 

have something in common, they were professors 

of military science at Wilberforce College near 

Xenia, Ohio.  While not a West Point graduate, 

 
Cadets getting to know National Park Service interns at the 
Charles Young House (top & center).  Charles Young’s work from 
his time at West Point includes this hand drawn map (bottom). 
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Davis’ father, Brigadier General Benjamin O. Davis, 

Sr. the first African American general officer in the 

U.S. Army was also the professor of military science 

at Wilberforce, and COL Young had been the elder 

Davis’ commander and tutor. 

Wilberforce University is the oldest private 

Historically Black College or University, or “HBCU” 

in the country, but I became aware of the school’s 

unique impact while reading Arc of Justice, about 

another student at Wilberforce 

during the period between 

1910 and 1917 when he 

graduated, Ossian Sweet.  

More on him to come. 

We arrived for our morning 

visit to the Charles Young 

Buffalo Soldier National 

Historic Site (NHS) in 

Wilberforce, and it was 

buzzing with activity.  There 

were the park rangers, 

including Chief Interpretive 

Ranger Robert Stewart, who 

had guided cadets on an 

earlier Staff Ride during their 

visit to the Tuskegee Airmen 

NHS in Tuskegee, Alabama, 

there were ROTC cadets from 

Wilberforce and nearby 

Central State University, 

another HBCU, and there 

were National Park Service 

interns from both schools, and 

others HBCUs nearby, 

beginning their summer 

training. 

One of the best ways for our 

cadets to develop empathy is to have them interact 

with other college students, and this amazing group 

of interns were a perfect cohort to share our 

experiences, and theirs. 

We visited the archive at Wilberforce, where the 

curators had pulled out some documents from 

Charles Young’s time at West Point, and other 

personal documents from their extensive collection.  

What was striking about these was the level of 

proficiency and professionalism that he displayed 

even as a cadet, a cadet who, like Flipper and 

Alexander before him, had been shunned during his 

time at West Point.  Alexander was the only other 

cadet who would talk to him. 

The Wilberforce campus contains the Ohio History 

Afro-American Museum, and we choose a fortuitous 

time to visit, because there were exhibits that 

highlighted both Young’s long career in and out of 

the military and 

Africans in the 

Military generally.  

North to Michigan 

The Staff Ride moved 

further north toward 

one of the 

terminuses of the 

Great Migration, the 

City of Detroit.  In 

the early 1900s the 

draw of jobs as the 

automobile industry 

grew in what would 

become known as the 

Motor City pulled 

African Americans 

from the South. 

Flint was one of the 

cities that long-

benefited from the 

auto industries’ 

presence, but it was a 

different era.  Today 

the City of Flint is 

one that faces a wide 

array of challenges, 

not the least of which is the Water Crisis.  But that 

was merely a punctuation on the long-term decline of 

this region where the manufacturing that was the 

engine of progress has vanished.  Flint’s problems are 

directly linked to the loss of the jobs that once drew 

African Americans to the region. 

To understand what has happened we had met with 

some of the key players including LeAnne Walters 

who was the driving force in identifying the problem, 

Charles Young depicted on this quilt exhibited at the Afro-
American Museum.  He is looking over the African 
American women graduates of the class of 2016 who were 
wrongfully accused of improper behavior for a photo taken 
with their fists up.   Army Strong, notwithstanding. 
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engaging with scientists at Virginia Tech University 

to determine the causes of the various maladies 

that she and her neighbors’ families were suffering.  

For her persistent advocacy she was awarded the 

Goldman Environmental Prize, considered the 

“Nobel” prize for environmentalists.  She was 

certainly not “nuts.” 

The group we met with at City Hall that day was 

composed of City officials and members of the local 

NAACP.  That group was faced with the herculean 

tasks of running the City whose tax base had 

shrunk and resolving the on-going water issues.  

They were relegated to control of an Emergency 

Manager who was charged with rescuing the City 

from its fiscal ills.  All were caught in a complex 

web of mandates and relationships that led to the 

switch in the water supply, and its horrific 

consequences. 

Our long day in Flint ended in Detroit with many 

questions left unanswered.   

The next day these questions were brought to Law 

Professor Peter Hammer, the director of the Keith 

Center for Civil Rights at Wayne State University in 

Detroit.   

The Center is named for Judge Damon Keith who 

sat on both the U.S. District Court for the Eastern 

District of Michigan and the 6th Circuit Court of 

Appeals and ruled on some of the region’s most 

significant civil rights cases.  We had hoped to meet 

this trailblazing African American jurist who had 

studied law under Thurgood Marshall at Howard 

University, but he passed away on April 28, 2019 at 

the age of 96.  One of the Country’s longest serving 

federal judges, he had never retired. 

Professor Hammer led us through the Center’s 

exhibits, but the cadets were most excited to hear 

him lecture about the structural racism that Cadets at the home of LeAnne Walters.  Walters is the person 

who uncovered the Flint Water Crisis, and was awarded the 

prestigious Goldman Environmental Prize for her efforts. 

In Birmingham’s Kelly Ingram Park is a memorial to the four girls 

killed in the Klan bombing of the 16th Street Baptist Church. 

Cadets look out over the Detroit River to Windsor, Canada.  It 
was there that the Underground Railroad terminated, a haven for 
escaped slaves from the South. 
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underlies many of the current problems in Detroit 

and its environs.  They had read his article on the 

Flint Water Crisis and was able to give us a 

framework to understand what we had seen and 

heard the day before. 

Hammer also talked about the concept of “strategic 

racism,” which he defined in his article as the 

“manipulation of intentional racism, structural 

racism and unconscious biases for economic or 

political gains” as the underlying basis for the Water 

Crisis.  He concluded that “what happened in Flint 

was the product of strategic-structural racism that 

enabled opportunistic behavior by private and public 

actors.” 

He pointed out that the same explanation could 

apply to the conditions in the entire Detroit region. 

We left the Keith Center heading for a second 

meeting with Michael Roberts who was in Detroit for 

business.  His hotel, Roberts Riverwalk Hotel sits on 

the Detroit River, which Roberts noted was not a 

river at all, but a strait connecting Lake Erie with 

Lake St. Clair. 

Across the river was Canada.  He told cadets that 

during the winter the River would freeze and during 

Prohibition, bootleggers would drive across 

transporting alcohol; in fact they’ve found many of 

the trucks that didn’t make it still situated on the 

bottom.  This too was the end of the Underground 

Railroad.  Slaves who made it across the strait were 

protected from the Fugitive Slave Act and laws which 

required states to return escaped slaves to their 

owners.  Canada was their final refuge.   Roberts 

pointed out Churches on the other side that were 

sanctuaries for those who made their long journey to 

freedom. 

The hotel and the whole downtown area of Detroit 

seems to be alive with activity.  Not as busy as New 

York City, for sure, or even St. Louis, but not dead 

like Montgomery. 

After the best BBQ lunch of our journey at Slows Bar 

B Q, we detoured to visit the home of Ossian Sweet.  

Dr. Ossian Sweet had graduated 

from Wilberforce College in 1917 

and then attended Howard 

University in Washington, DC 

where he earned his medical 

degree.  He then moved to 

booming Detroit to practice 

medicine. 

It was at Wilberforce that it is 

presumed Sweet was introduced 

to the W.E.B. Dubois’ concept of the “Talented 

Tenth,” as applied to black people.  Dubois had been 

a professor at Wilberforce and was a close life-long 

friend to Colonel Charles Young, wrote that the 

“negro race, like all races, was going to be saved by its 

exceptional men.”  

Professor Peter Hammer lectures cadets about race in Flint and 
the Detroit region at the Keith Center.  That is Judge Damon 
Keith looking over his shoulder.  The Judge died in April, 2019. 

Ossian Sweet’s home in Detroit was modest, but it was 
cherished, and apparently worth the terrible tribulations that hi 
family had to endure, simply because they were black. 
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Sweet was certainly one of those who aspired to be 

one of those “exceptional men.”  A successful and 

well-respected physician, in 1925 he had the 

“audacity” to somewhat surreptitiously buy a home 

in one of Detroit’s white neighborhoods.  When the 

white neighbors discovered that blacks had moved 

into the modest home on the corner of Garland 

Street and Charlevoix Avenue a mob formed and 

moved toward the house pelting it with rocks. 

As detailed in the book, Arc of Justice, which 

cadets had read, gunshots were fired and a white 

member of the mob was killed.  All the black 

inhabitants of the house were arrested, most had 

been there to help protect Ossian Sweet and his 

wife from the violent reaction of the community.  

They were charged with murder. 

What followed was termed the “trial of the century” 

with the famed lawyer Clarence Darrow as one of 

the attorneys representing Sweet.  On the bench 

was Judge Frank Murphy, whose fairness was 

perhaps atypical under similar circumstances in the 

North, and unheard-of in the South.  Murphy 

would go on to a great career in politics and law, 

ultimately serving on the United States Supreme 

Court. 

Eventually Sweet was acquitted.  The house still 

stands, but the neighborhood is in shambles. 

Like a vast area in this part of Detroit, the blight 

that is so apparent is wide-spread.  Abandoned 

homes and vacant lots where houses must have 

once stood, this is the Detroit we had been reading 

about.  Like Flint, its tax base had disappeared with 

the industries that have gone, and its infrastructure 

was rapidly disintegrating.  It was a depressing 

sight. 

But, entrepreneur Michael Roberts is still bullish 

about Detroit, he believes that America simply will 

not let one of its great cities die.   

After our sojourn around Detroit we headed for a 

visit to the Wright African American Museum 

before returning to our hotel in near Dearborn. 

Detroit’s active downtown presents a somewhat deceptive picture of conditions in the region.  As you leave the downtown 

area you are met with abandoned homes and empty fields where whole communities must have once stood.   
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Examining Anti-Semitism 

When I heard about the terrible shooting in a 

Pittsburgh synagogue last October, I did what I had 

done over the past several years in reaction to other 

incidents, I vowed to go there.  After the shooting in 

the Mother Emmanuel AME Church in Charleston, 

South Carolina, we attended the very same service 

less than a year after 9 congregants were murdered.  

We went to Charlotte, North Carolina after the 

shooting of an African American by police officers 

caused rioting.  We went to New Orleans after the 

City took down its statues of Confederates, and in 

2018 we went to Charlottesville, Virginia after white 

supremacists and neo-Nazis marched into town 

shouting “you will not replace us” and “Jews will not 

replace us,” and brutally running-over and 

murdering a counter protester.  Sadly, the motives 

and rhetoric of those white supremacists was 

remarkably similar to that of the white 

mobs in 1917 East St. Louis whose fear of 

being “replaced” in their jobs was taken 

as a cue to massacre, killing as many as 

200 African Americans. 

The Staff Ride had dealt with issues of 

anti-Semitism in the past, we had twice 

been confronted with a woman who has 

been protesting the gentrification in the 

neighborhood surrounding the Lorraine 

Motel where Dr. King was assassinated, 

and the National Museum of Civil Rights that now 

occupies the site.   She explained to the cadets that it 

was the “Jew-landlords” that were forcing the 

gentrification.  It was a teachable moment, no doubt, 

but it was  only a fleeting discussion.  

The fact that this shooting had been so blatantly 

intended to kill Jews and perpetrated during a 

frightening rise in hate-based crime, as well as the 

fact that the largest number of these incidents 

involved anti-Semitism, made a visit to Pittsburgh a 

necessity. 

To achieve a deeper understanding of the issues, 

cadets needed to understand the history and 

consequences of anti-Semitism, so my invitation to 

Rabbi Steven Kane and the reading of the book First 

the Jews by Rabbi Evan Moffic, were effective in 

giving the cadets context, but we needed more than 

context, we needed a segue that would demonstrate 

the need to focus on this issue during our Staff Ride.  

The answer was in Dearborn, and we would be 

passing right through that City. 

Dearborn is, most famously, the home of the Ford 

Motor Company.  The story goes back to the 

Company’s founder, Henry Ford, who saw the need 

for every American to own an automobile, and 

sought to sell them one.  Ford achieved fame and 

fortune as Dearborn and Detroit flourished, but he 

also professed a deep and largely inexplicable hatred 

toward Jews.  

Anti-Semitism is perhaps the world’s oldest lingering 

hatred.  It has been the justification for some of the 

World’s most vile crimes.  It enabled Nazi Germany 

to methodically murder 6,000,000 Jews during 

World War II, it repeatedly prompted Pogroms in 

Europe over the course of more than 

1,000 years that resembled the massacres 

of blacks in America.  One basis for this 

hatred is undeniably the blame placed on 

all Jews of all times by the Catholic 

Church and other Christian 

denominations for the death of Jesus.  

The Catholic Church only absolved the 

Jews after the Second Vatican Ecumenical 

Council in 1965, in the face of widespread 

conservative opposition. 

Often, anti-Semitism was based on 

fraudulent and malicious narratives, such as Jews 

being responsible for the Black Plague or Jews being 

accused of killing Christian children for their blood to 

be used in Jewish rituals.  Or perhaps the hatred was 

based on one of the longest-lived deceptions, the 

Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a forged document 

that describes the Jewish plot to achieve world 

domination. 

Henry Ford apparently was on a mission to bring the 

Protocols to the American public.  He purchased the 

Dearborn Independent, a local newspaper, and went 

on to use the marketing techniques that the Ford 

Motor Company had perfected in auto sales, to sell 

anti-Semitism.  It appears that the marketing paid off 

in courting admirers, Adolf Hitler, for instance.  

While this story sounds most improbable, it is true, it 

was no secret, and I was well aware of the history of 
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Ford’s anti-Semitism.  It seems many others were 

not. 

When I searched last winter, following the 

Pittsburgh shooting, for a segue after our visit to 

Detroit, I read about an incident I was not familiar 

with, there was a writer in Dearborn who wrote the 

history of Ford’s anti-Semitism, and was fired for 

it.  That might not have raised an eyebrow in the 

1920s or 30s, Ford’s heyday, but remarkably this 

had happened in February of 2019.  Bill McGraw, 

an award-winning Detroit reporter had written a 

well-researched piece for the journal of the 

Dearborn Historical Society, the Dearborn 

Historian documenting Ford’s hatred and his 

impact on Hitler.  Ford, according to McGraw, 

“popularized” the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.  

And he inspired Hitler.  “Hitler kept a portrait of 

Ford in his office,” McGraw notes, copies of Ford’s 

publication The International Jew, “wound up on a 

table in the office of Hitler’s National Socialist 

German Workers’ Party in Munich.”  This was no 

mere confluence of hateful ideas, as McGraw 

writes, “Ford is the only American mentioned in 

Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’.”  He continues,  

“In summer 1938, with the German Wehrmacht 

having marched into Austria, and despite years of 

deflecting charges he was an anti-Semite, Ford 

accepted a 75th birthday present from Hitler. It 

was the Grand Cross of the Supreme Order of the 

German Eagle, the highest award the regime 

bestowed on foreigners. 

The golden Maltese cross, surrounded by four 

small swastikas, was presented to Ford in Ford 

Motors’ Dearborn offices by Fritz Haller, the 

German vice consul in Detroit.” 

When we sat down with Bill McGraw and 

Professor Tim Kiska at the University of 

Michigan Dearborn Campus, the main 

question was why McGraw had been fired 

for telling the truth.  McGraw said that the 

Mayor of Dearborn had fired him, but he 

never told him why.  He speculated that 

Ford was such a prominent figure in the 

City that it might hurt the tourism built up 

around his legacy.  He noted with some Cadets at U. of Michigan, Dearborn (top); with the journalist Bill 
McGraw holding the issue of The Dearborn Historian that got him 
fired (center), along with journalist Professor Tim Kiska (bottom).  
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satisfaction that if the Mayor had not pulled 

the issue’s 200 copies, only a few hundred 

people would have read the article, but in 

trampling on free speech, several hundred 

thousand had read it.  And many more 

would. 

McGraw and Kiska were both journalists, 

and the cadets questioned them on the idea 

of publishing of “fake news” during the 

current era of social media dominance.  They 

were especially concerned about the “hate 

speech” contained in screeds like the 

Protocols.  However unsatisfying it might 

have sounded, the two journalists responded 

that it would be up to the cadets’ generation 

to tackle this seemingly insurmountable 

problem. 

One thing was crystal clear to the Civil Rights 

Staff Ride, hate speech has dire 

consequences. 

Pittsburgh 

The building where the shootings took place is 

boarded up and closed.  There won’t be any 

renovations until its status as a crime scene is finally 

resolved.  The Staff Riders walked around to the Tree 

of Life Synagogue’s main entrance, now shielded by a 

metal fence behind which hand-written signs 

surrounded six-pointed posters each with the names 

of the 11 victims of the massacre.  The signs thanked 

first responders, and proclaimed themes of unity, 

“Stronger Together,” “We Stand with You,” and “We 

Are Better Than Hate.”  

A drive through the surrounding neighborhood made 

that outpouring of emotion understandable; this was 

the most diverse of communities, certainly the most 

diverse we had seen together during the Staff Ride, 

and perhaps the most diverse that some of our cadets 

had ever seen. 

We traveled to the synagogue of Rodef Shalom 

(meaning, pursuer of peace) Congregation that was 

hosting the Tree of Life Congregation until they could 

return to their building.  This was Friday evening, 

and we were here to attend the Sabbath (or Shabbat) 

service.  The cadets were warmly welcomed as we 

entered the building, and first escorted to meet 

congregants of the host Congregation, and then taken 

to the sanctuary where the Tree of Life congregants 

were gathering.  Prior to the service, a group of 

Hindu and Jain clerics were present with their 

congregants to make a presentation to the Tree of 

Life survivors.  Their leaders talked about the 

solidarity among the diverse religions in Pittsburgh, 

exactly the sentiments expressed in posters and 

memorials we observed at the site of the shootings.   

Rabbi Jeffery Myers graciously welcomed the cadets 

and focused on the untimely death a day earlier of 

West Point Cadet Chris “C.J.” Morgan, who 

happened to be majoring in Law and Legal Studies, 

The Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the site 
of a massacre of Jewish worshippers at their weekly Sabbath 
morning services. 

The Synagogue entrance, still a crime scene as bullets need to 
be removed from its walls.  The impacts on the members of this 
Congregation, their relatives and friends cannot be removed.  
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in a training accident.  The Rabbi and congregation 

were ironically consoling us, as we were there to 

console them. 

The congregation then rose for “Kaddish” the 

Jewish memorial prayer for C.J., as well as the 11 

congregants who were killed in the massacre. 

After services we were 

ushered onto a conference 

room with Tree of Life 

congregant Alan 

Hausman.  Mr. Hausman 

had called me about a 

month earlier to introduce 

himself and offer to speak 

with the cadets during our 

visit.  Alan was a first 

responder, and chief of 

Pennsylvania Strike Team 

1, which is a “multi-hazard 

response agency for a 

variety of disasters 

including hurricanes, 

floods, tornadoes, 

earthquakes, storms and 

terrorist activities.”  He wanted to share his unique 

insights into the massacre and its aftermath with 

our cadets. 

Mr. Hausman was away from Tree of Life that 

morning but received the emergency call as a first-

responder.  He rushed to the scene.  He held back 

tears as he described the immediate aftermath. 

Most importantly, he wanted us to know that he 

knew each and every person who was gunned down 

that fateful Saturday morning in the Synagogue’s 

sanctuary, including the law enforcement 

personnel who were shot, sacrificing themselves as 

they went into harm’s way to save the 75 other 

congregants present in the building.  He knew 

them all, all were his friends.  His message was 

personal and heartfelt, he had amassed years of 

training for incidents just like this, and even he 

realized that the trauma that he underwent 

necessitated help.  He thought that cadets training 

to be Army officers should know that.  

Some Final Thoughts 

As we drove in silence from the Pittsburgh 

synagogue that night, I knew that the cadets would 

have a great deal to process.  They would transition 

on their return to West Point to summer training.  

Most would have some leave time with their 

families or take a 

deserved vacation, but 

the things they had 

seen, and the stories 

they heard would 

remain with them as 

they have with the six 

other classes of cadet 

who have taken similar 

journeys with Civil 

Rights Staff Ride. 

The blogs they 

produced and are 

published on-line 

indicate that they gave 

deep thought to many 

of the issues we 

touched upon, and 

have opened their eyes to many issues they learned 

about. 

This first Staff Ride to consider the legacy of 

discrimination and hatred in North presented some 

disturbing parallels as we looked at hate-based 

massacres, anti-immigrant sentiments, and the 

proliferation of Confederate memorialization in the 

years after World War I, notably 1917 and 2017.   

We talked about the relationship between Henry 

Ford’s anti-Semitic legacy and its culmination with 

the death camps in Auschwitz, or perhaps the Tree 

of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh, and the 

consequences of blurring the line between good 

and bad in the white supremacist’s violent 

incursion on Charlottesville. 

We are constantly reminded of Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr.’s admonition, “For evil to succeed, all it 

needs is for good men to do nothing.”  The 

unequivocal response of the people of Pittsburgh 

was a beacon that gives us hope.  Good people have 

spoken and acted.  That is Pittsburgh Strong. 

Cadet Christopher J. (“C.J.”) Morgan 
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